BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
of the City University of New York

Minutes of the Meeting of the
Committee on Instruction and Professional Development
April 30, 1987 - Silver Hall


ANNOUNCEMENTS
1. Proposed Committee changes to be presented to College Senate for referral to Committee on Governance, which in turn will make recommendation to the Senate.
2. Pomerantz distributed and explained handout, "A (Simplified) Memory Schema" obtained at Northeastern Conference on Foreign Languages and shared with group following Chinese proverb: "Tell me and I'll forget. Teach me and I'll remember. Involve me and I'll learn."
3. Pomerantz has not gotten response from President to the Committee's letter regarding his survey of the faculty

COMMITTEE'S ANNUAL SURVEY
The following changes to be made:
- indicate where to return
- indicate status - part time/full time
- eliminate last item re faculty recognition
- add following statement at end: Please give any suggestions for improvement in areas which you find less than satisfactory (0 or 1 rating). Use additional paper if necessary

IBM DEMONSTRATION (M. Glass)
Gave details about what IBM would present on May 15, 12-1.

MINUTES OF MARCH 12
1. B.2 - change to read: Copies with covering letter will be sent to department chairpersons in the Fall
2. M. Wise present
3. B.4 - delete "the" from title of Sokolsky's lecture-demonstration
4. B.2 - change Oriental to Asian

MINUTES OF APRIL 9, 1987
1. Turn out should be one word
2. Adenyanju should be Adeyanju
3. Reference to Faculty Opinion Survey should be Annual Survey of the Faculty and change by to through

This is last meeting of year unless chairperson calls another. Another option is to contact individual members if need arises.

Respectfully submitted,
Joe L. Rempson